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Five Times Revenge
In a smart, entertaining, reassuring book that reads
like fiction, Alexandra Robbins manages to cross
Gossip Girl with Freaks and Geeks and explain the
fascinating psychology and science behind popularity
and outcasthood. She reveals that the things that set
students apart in high school are the things that help
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them stand out later in life. Robbins follows seven real
people grappling with the uncertainties of high school
social life, including: The Loner, who has withdrawn
from classmates since they persuaded her to
unwittingly join her own hate club The Popular Bitch,
a cheerleading captain both seduced by and trapped
within her clique's perceived prestige The Nerd,
whose differences cause students to laugh at him and
his mother to needle him for not being "normal" The
New Girl, determined to stay positive as classmates
harass her for her mannerisms and target her
because of her race The Gamer, an underachiever in
danger of not graduating, despite his intellect and his
yearning to connect with other students The Weird
Girl, who battles discrimination and gossipy politics in
school but leads a joyous life outside of it The Band
Geek, who is alternately branded too serious and too
emo, yet annually runs for class president In the
middle of the year, Robbins surprises her subjects
with a secret challenge--experiments that force them
to change how classmates see them. Robbins
intertwines these narratives--often triumphant,
occasionally heartbreaking, and always
captivating--with essays exploring subjects like the
secrets of popularity, being excluded doesn't mean
there's anything wrong with you, why outsiders
succeed, how schools make the social scene
worse--and how to fix it. The Geeks Shall Inherit the
Earth is not just essential reading for students,
teachers, parents, and anyone who deals with
teenagers, but for all of us, because at some point in
our lives we've all been on the outside looking in.
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The Harpy
The fifth book in the “outstanding” (Romantic Times)
Elemental Assassin fantasy series featuring Gin Blaco,
who by day is a waitress at a Tennessee BBQ joint,
and by night is a tough female assassin. Old habits
die hard for assassins. And I plan on murdering
someone before the night is through. Killing used to
be my regular gig, after all. Gin Blanco, aka the
Spider, assassin-for-hire. And I was very, very good at
it. Now, I’m ready to make the one hit that truly
matters: Mab Monroe, the dangerous Fire elemental
who murdered my family when I was thirteen. Oh, I
don’t think the mission will be easy, but turns out it’s
a bit more problematic than expected. The bitch
knows I’m coming for her. So now I’m up against the
army of lethal bounty hunters Mab hired to track me
down. She also put a price on my baby sister’s head.
Keeping Bria safe is my first priority. Taking Mab out
is a close second. Good thing I’ve got my powerful Ice
and Stone magic—and my irresistible lover, Owen
Grayson—to watch my back. This battle has been
years in the making, and there’s a good chance I
won’t survive. But if I’m going down, then Mab’s
coming with me . . . no matter what I have to do to
make that happen.

Hard Times for These Times
From award-winning TV comedy writer Kari Lizer (The
New Adventures of Old Christine) comes a collection
of hilarious essays about the challenges of being a
woman of a certain age and all that comes with it:
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empty nest, post #MeToo dating, aging parents,
menopausal rage, unrealistic expectations, and
eternal optimism. What does it feel like to have your
kids leave the house at the same time your parents
might need to move in? With self-deprecating humor,
sharp wit, and Ephron-esque aplomb, Kari Lizer gives
an honest account of finding herself in the middle of
growing up, growing old, and still figuring it all out.
She finds the wry, bittersweet humor in (almost) all
situations--whether it's becoming radioactive during a
thyroid cancer treatment, getting fired from her
volunteer work, or struggling to find her identity
outside of motherhood. Aren't You Forgetting
Someone? speaks to those of us who lament the
invisibility of the middle-aged woman, but also revel
in the unexpected delights of newfound freedom to do
whatever the hell we want while no one is looking.

A Visit from the Goon Squad
Get ready to cheer for Rose Lloyd, a woman of young
middle-age who proves that starting over doesn’t
have an age limit. After twenty-five years spent
juggling husband, career, and kids with admirable
success, Rose suddenly finds both her marriage and
her career in unexpected ruin. Forced to begin a new
life, she is at first terrified, then energized, by her
newfound freedom—it’s amazing what prolonged
reflection, a little weight loss, a new slant on
independence, and some Parisian lingerie will do for
the psyche! Witty, insightful, and emotionally
resonant, Buchan’s novel will strike a chord with
anyone who has ever wondered what Middle Age
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would look like from the other side of the looking
glass (answer: much better than you could ever
expect).

Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman
Plotting revenge on the doctor who slipped her a
devastating radioactive cocktail 50 years earlier as
part of a secret government study, 77-year-old
Marylou Ahearn insinuates herself into the now-senile
doctor's family only to find herself in a maelstrom of
worse trouble. Reprint.

Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman
Lucy and Jake live in a house by a field where the sun
burns like a ball of fire. Lucy has set her career aside
in order to devote her life to the children, to their
finely tuned routine, and to the house itself, which
comforts her like an old, sly friend. But then a man
calls one afternoon with a shattering message: his
wife has been having an affair with Lucy’s husband,
Jake. The revelation marks a turning point: Lucy and
Jake decide to stay together, but make a special
arrangement designed to even the score and save
their marriage—she will hurt him three times. As the
couple submit to a delicate game of crime and
punishment, Lucy herself begins to change,
surrendering to a transformation of both mind and
body from which there is no return. Told in dazzling,
musical prose, The Harpy is a dark, staggering fairy
tale, at once mythical and otherworldly and fiercely
contemporary. It is a novel of love, marriage and its
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failures, of power, control and revenge, of
metamorphosis and renewal.

Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman
Elizabeth Buchan’s New York Times bestseller
Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman was hailed as “a
thoughtful, intelligent, funny, coming-of-middle-age
story” by The Boston Globe. Now she’s back with
another wise and entertaining novel about a woman
who veers off the beaten path—and finds much more
than she bargained for. After nineteen years of being
the perfect wife to an ambitious politician, Fanny
Savage is restless. Tired of merely keeping quiet and
looking good at public engagements, she remembers
the career she abandoned and the life she left behind
as a successful partner in her father’s Italian wine
business. She has devoted two decades to being the
Good Wife. Was it worth it after all? Could it be time
for a trip back to Italy—to the pleasures of sun, wine,
and food? Could it be time for . . . a change?

Revenge in a Cold River
Rose Lloyd was the last to suspect her husband of an
affair, especially one with her friend Minty. Left alone,
Rose starts thinking about the man she married,
about how well she knew him, and about the girl she
had been before she met him. Can she recapture a
life where she put herself first?

THE SICILIAN'S RUTHLESS MARRIAGE
REVENGE
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Five unlikely friends. Two bullies. One epic prank. Part
The Breakfast Club and part The View from Saturday,
this funny, heartwarming novel about friendship and
standing up for yourself will appeal to fans of Chris
Grabenstein and Jennifer L. Holm. Adam is the prank
mastermind. Perk is his best friend and the computer
genius. Pearl is the prettiest girl in school—and a
violin prodigy. Ray looks like a big dumb jock, but he
secretly wants to be an engineer. And Dutch is the
often-bullied dork who is in tune with everyone’s
feelings. The five of them couldn’t be more different.
But there’s one thing they have in common: they are
fed up with Hill Parmar, the school bully—and his dad,
their school principal who’s always turning a blind
eye. When Hill finally steps over the line, the five
unlikely schemers band together for a prank like their
middle school has never seen. Lindsay Eland weaves
the five alternate points-of-view together for an
accessible and funny school story—and a friendship
story—for every reader.

Exact Revenge
A New York Times bestselling magnum opus for our
morally complex times from the author of Freedom
Young Pip Tyler doesn't know who she is. She knows
that her real name is Purity, that she's saddled with
$130,000 in student debt, that she's squatting with
anarchists in Oakland, and that her relationship with
her mother--her only family--is hazardous. But she
doesn't have a clue who her father is, why her mother
chose to live as a recluse with an invented name, or
how she'll ever have a normal life. Enter the Germans.
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A glancing encounter with a German peace activist
leads Pip to an internship in South America with The
Sunlight Project, an organization that traffics in all the
secrets of the world--including, Pip hopes, the secret
of her origins. TSP is the brainchild of Andreas Wolf, a
charismatic provocateur who rose to fame in the
chaos following the fall of the Berlin Wall. Now on the
lam in Bolivia, Andreas is drawn to Pip for reasons she
doesn't understand, and the intensity of her response
to him upends her conventional ideas of right and
wrong. Purity is a grand story of youthful idealism,
extreme fidelity, and murder. The author of The
Corrections and Freedom has imagined a world of
vividly original characters--Californians and East
Germans, good parents and bad parents, journalists
and leakers--and he follows their intertwining paths
through landscapes as contemporary as the
omnipresent Internet and as ancient as the war
between the sexes. Purity is the most daring and
penetrating book yet by one of the major writers of
our time.

The Feast of the Goat
He stole her childhood . . . she’ll take his future
Something happened, she didn’t know what,
something spun, the world turning, back, back, too
fast. She would be sick. Bridget put out a hand to
steady herself against the wall. Bridget has a
secret—one she keeps from everyone, even her
husband. One that threatens to explode when her
childhood music teacher, Carmichael, walks into her
dress shop. With him is a young girl on the cusp of
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adulthood, fresh-faced and pretty. She reminds
Bridget of herself at that age, naïve and vulnerable.
Bridget wants him away—away from her, away from
that girl. But Carmichael won’t leave her alone, won’t
stop stalking her. And Bridget’s not a little girl
anymore. When he pushes her too far, she snaps. But
what she thought was a decisive act only unravels
more insidious threats—more than she could have
ever imagined—and from which no one is safe, not
even her family. The bestselling British author
Christobel Kent has written yet another thrilling pageturner with a twisted, riveting conclusion. What We
Did is a nightmarish, impossible-to-put-down tale of
the secrets we keep from our families, of chilling
childhood abuse, and of long-awaited retribution.

The Best Revenge
Robin lost her older brother Simon in a car accident,
and a woman driving in the opposite lane was also
killed. That woman’s brother, Cesare, assumes that
Simon was completely at fault for the accident and
plans a clever, ruthless revenge: he uses his
overwhelming economic power to force Robin into
marrying him! Robin tries to fight the forced
matrimony, but when that epitome of manliness
Cesare pulls her into a rough kiss, all her strength
leaves her body…

Consider the Lily
What happens when the mistress gets her man?
Against the odds, that's what happened to Minty. She
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stole her best friend Rose's husband Nathan and
made him her own. But now that she's got what she
wanted - marriage, kids, a family home - she's
discovering a few things she didn't bargain on: the
cold shoulder from Nathan's other family, her
husband's middle age and growing distanceand
accepting that first wives don't just go away. What's
more, age brings one or two other problems for Minty.
Problems that will lead her back to the one person she
really doesn't want to face

The Orchardist
"David Sedaris's ability to transform the mortification
of everyday life into wildly entertaining art," (The
Christian Science Monitor) is elevated to wilder and
more entertaining heights than ever in this
remarkable new book. Trying to make coffee when
the water is shut off, David considers using the water
in a vase of flowers and his chain of associations
takes him from the French countryside to a hilariously
uncomfortable memory of buying drugs in a mobile
home in rural North Carolina. In essay after essay,
Sedaris proceeds from bizarre conundrums of daily
life-having a lozenge fall from your mouth into the lap
of a fellow passenger on a plane or armoring the
windows with LP covers to protect the house from
neurotic songbirds-to the most deeply resonant
human truths. Culminating in a brilliant account of his
venture to Tokyo in order to quit smoking, David
Sedaris's sixth essay collection is a new masterpiece
of comic writing from "a writer worth treasuring"
(Seattle Times). Praise for When You Are Engulfed in
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Flames: "Older, wiser, smarter and meaner,
Sedarisdefies the odds once again by delivering an
intelligent take on the banalities of an absurd life."
--Kirkus Reviews This latest collection proves that not
only does Sedaris still have it, but he's also getting
better.Sedaris's best stuff will still--after all this
time--move, surprise, and entertain." --Booklist Table
of Contents: It's Catching Keeping Up The Understudy
This Old House Buddy, Can You Spare a Tie? Road
Trips What I Learned That's Amore The Monster Mash
In the Waiting Room Solutions to Saturday's Puzzle
Adult Figures Charging Toward a Concrete Toadstool
Memento Mori All the Beauty You Will Ever Need Town
and Country Aerial The Man in the Hut Of Mice and
Men April in Paris Crybaby Old Faithful The Smoking
Section

The Revenge of the Radioactive Lady
Celia, hurt by her parents' separation, the loss of her
friend, and a classmate's cruelty, has only her poetry
for solace until Drake Berlin befriends her, comes out
to her, and seeks her help in connecting with the boy
he left behind.

Revenge of the Dolls
Cold honesty, grudging acceptance, and sweet
revenge: facing down the demons in small-town New
Hampshire.

Rapunzel's Revenge
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Captain Nathaniel Drinkwater brings the frigate
Patrician to the Pearl River on the China coast and
finds himself caught up in bizarre events.

Revenge on the Fly
If your school’s homecoming king had a little too
much in common with Henry VIII, would you survive
with your head still attached? You’d think being the
new girl in a tiny town would equal one very boring
senior year. But if you’re me—Annie Marck, alias
Cleves—and you accidentally transform into teenage
royalty by entering Lancaster High on the arm of the
king himself? Life becomes the exact opposite of
boring. Henry has it all: he’s the jock, the genius and
the brooding bad boy all in one. Which sort of
explains why he’s on his sixth girlfriend in two years.
What it doesn’t explain is why two of them—two of
us—are dead. My best friend thinks it’s Henry’s fault,
which is obviously ridiculous. My nemesis says we
shouldn’t talk about it, which is straight-up sketchy.
But as the resident nosy new girl, I’m determined to
find out what really happened to Lancaster’s dead
queens…ideally before history repeats itself.

A Rake's Revenge
Rapunzel escapes her tower-prison all on her own,
only to discover a world beyond what she'd ever
known before. Determined to rescue her real mother
and to seek revenge on her kidnapper would-be
mother, Rapunzel and her very long braids team up
with Jack (of Beanstalk fame) and together they
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perform daring deeds and rescues all over the
western landscape, eventually winning the justice
they so well deserve.

A Private Revenge
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A thrilling tale of betrayal and revenge
set against the nineteenth-century American frontier,
the astonishing story of real-life trapper and
frontiersman Hugh Glass The year is 1823, and the
trappers of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company live a
brutal frontier life. Hugh Glass is among the
company’s finest men, an experienced frontiersman
and an expert tracker. But when a scouting mission
puts him face-to-face with a grizzly bear, he is
viciously mauled and not expected to survive. Two
company men are dispatched to stay behind and tend
to Glass before he dies. When the men abandon him
instead, Glass is driven to survive by one desire:
revenge. With shocking grit and determination, Glass
sets out, crawling at first, across hundreds of miles of
uncharted American frontier. Based on a true story,
The Revenant is a remarkable tale of obsession, the
human will stretched to its limits, and the lengths that
one man will go to for retribution.

The Second Wife
At once intimate and epic, The Orchardist is historical
fiction at its best, in the grand literary tradition of
William Faulkner, Marilynne Robinson, Michael
Ondaatje, Annie Proulx, and Toni Morrison. In her
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stunningly original and haunting debut novel, Amanda
Coplin evokes a powerful sense of place, mixing
tenderness and violence as she spins an engrossing
tale of a solitary orchardist who provides shelter to
two runaway teenage girls in the untamed American
West, and the dramatic consequences of his actions.

The Savannah Sipping Society
Senora Juanita Castillo Montenegro, a middle-aged
society reina, sits brushing her hair. A shot rings out,
the senora falls forward, dead. It involves an
assortment of odd characters: a sex-starved former
mistress of Spain's General Franco, a priest with false
credentials who is found grotesquely butchered, and
an unscrupulous art dealer with a collection of worldfamous paintings.

Purity
Risky Business. Revenge of the Nerds. Better Off
Dead. Moonlighting. Supernatural. American Dad.
New Girl. What do all of these movies and television
shows have in common? Curtis Armstrong. A
legendary comedic second banana to a litany of major
stars, Curtis is forever cemented in the public
imagination as Booger from Revenge of the Nerds. A
classically trained actor, Curtis began his incredible
40-year career on stage but progressed rapidly to film
and television. He was typecast early and it proved to
be the best thing that could have happened. But
there’s more to Curtis’ story than that. Born and bred
a nerd, he spent his early years between Detroit, a
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city so nerdy that the word was coined there in 1951,
and, improbably, Geneva, Switzerland. His
adolescence and early adulthood was spent primarily
between the covers of a book and indulging his nerdy
obsessions. It was only when he found his true calling,
as an actor and unintentional nerd icon, that he found
true happiness. With whip-smart, self-effacing humor,
Armstrong takes us on a most unlikely journey—one
nerd’s hilarious, often touching rise to the middle. He
started his life as an outcast and matured intowell, an
older, slightly paunchier, hopefully wiser outcast. In
Hollywood, as in life, that counts as winning the
game.

The Next
The timeless wisdom of the English garden is
interwoven with the entanglements of the heart in the
story of three people who become entwined in one
another's fates. By the author of Revenge of the
Middle-Aged Woman. Reader's Guide included.
Reprint.

The Good Wife Strikes Back
Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman is the bestselling
novel from Elizabeth Buchan. Rose Lloyd was the last
to suspect that Nathan, her husband of over twenty
years, was having an affair, and that he was planning
to leave her. But the greatest shock was yet to come;
for his mistress was Rose's colleague and friend,
Minty. Left alone in their once-happy family home,
where she and Nathan had brought up their children.
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Rose started thinking - about the man she'd married,
and how well she really knew him. About the carefree
yet studious girl she had been before she met him.
Twenty years ago she had to make the choice
between two very different lives. Could she now
recapture what she nearly chose back then, a life
where she put herself first? Revenge of a Middle-Aged
Woman is a compelling and heart-warming novel from
bestselling author Elizabeth Buchan. Praise for
Elizabeth Buchan: 'Gorgeously well-written - funny,
sad, sophisticated' Independent 'Beautifully observed,
with the insight and humour that one has come to
expect from the author' Times 'Compelling,
compassionate, and aglow with moments of laugh-orcry humour' Mail on Sunday 'Buchan is a cut above
the rest' Sunday Mirror Elizabeth Buchan is the author
of twelve novels, including the bestselling and prizewinning Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman, That
Certain Age and The Second Wife, all of which
received rave reviews. She lives in London with her
husband and children.

The Revenant
Originally published: London: Headline Publishing,
2016.

Revenge/Revancha
"Love and loss, revenge and redemption, this debut
novel will stick with you for a long time." —Emily
Giffin "I love The Nextelegantly written, thoughtfully
sharp, surprisingly touching." —Cathleen Schine Is
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there a right way to die? If so, Joanna DeAngelis has it
all wrong. She’s consumed by betrayal, spending her
numbered days obsessing over Ned McGowan, her
much younger ex, and watching him thrive in the
spotlight with someone new, while she wastes away.
She’s every woman scorned, fantasizing about
revenge except she’s out of time. Joanna falls from
her life, from the love of her daughters and devoted
dog, into an otherworldly landscape, a bleak infinity
she can’t escape until she rises up and returns and
sets it right—makes Ned pay—so she can truly move
on. From the other side into right this minute, Jo
embarks on a sexy, spiritual odyssey. As she travels
beyond memory, beyond desire, she is transformed
into a fierce female force of life, determined to know
how to die, happily ever after.

Aren't You Forgetting Someone?
THE STORY: In this delightful, laugh-a-minute comedy,
four unique Southern women, all needing to escape
the sameness of their day-to-day routines, are drawn
together by Fate—and an impromptu happy
hour—and decide it’s high time to reclaim the
enthusiasm for life they’ve lost through the years.
Randa, a perfectionist and workaholic, is struggling to
cope with a surprise career derailment that,
unfortunately, reveals that she has no life and no idea
how to get one. Dot, still reeling from her husband’s
recent demise and the loss of their plans for an idyllic
retirement, faces the unsettling prospect of starting a
new life from scratch—and all alone. Earthy and
boisterous Marlafaye, a good ol’ Texas gal, has
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blasted into Savannah in the wake of losing her tomcattin’ husband to a twenty-three-year-old dental
hygienist. The strength of her desire to establish a
new life is equaled only by her desire to wreak a
righteous revenge on her ex. Also new to town, Jinx, a
spunky ball of fire, offers her services as a muchneeded life coach for these women. However, blinded
by her determination and efforts to get their lives on
track, she over-looks the fact that she’s the one most
in need of sage advice. Over the course of six months,
filled with laughter, hilarious misadventures, and the
occasional liquid refreshment, these middle-aged
women successfully bond and find the confidence to
jumpstart their new lives. Together, they discover
lasting friendships and a renewed determination to
live in the moment—and most importantly, realize it’s
never too late to make new old friends. So raise your
glass to these strong Southern women and their fierce
embrace of life and say “Cheers!” to this joyful and
surprisingly touching Jones, Hope, Wooten comedy!

What We Did
A story of economic breakdown and romantic
recovery from the author of Revenge of the MiddleAged Woman. Tom and Annie's kids have grown up,
the mortgage is do-able, and they're about to get a
gorgeous new, state-of-the-art French stove. Life is
good- or so it seems. Beneath the veneer of
professional success and domestic security, their
marriage is crumbling, eaten away by years of
resentment, loneliness, and the fall out from the
estrangement of their daughter, and they've settled
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into simply being two strangers living under the same
roof. Until the economy falls apart. Suddenly the dull
but oddly comfortable predictability of their lives is
upended by financial calamity-Tom loses his job, their
son returns home, and Tom's mother moves in with
them. As their world shrinks, Tom and Annie are
forced closer together, and the chaos around them
threatens to sweep away their bitterness and
frustration, refreshing and possibly restoring the love
that had been lying beneath all along. In Separate
Beds, Elizabeth Buchan has captured the concerns
and joys of contemporary women, and her timely,
warm, and funny novel tracks the ebb and flow of
family, fortune, and love that is familiar to so many
readers.

Revenge of the Paste Eaters
Philip has a new life in New York but is returned to the
petty meddling of his family when his two spinster
sisters call upon him to help them ruin their eightyone-year-old father's wedding plans

Revenge of the Nerd
The Geeks Shall Inherit the Earth
- Tim Green's most recent novel, The First 48
(0-446-53144-8), was published in Warner hardcover
in 2/04 and was a New York Times extended
bestseller. It has grossed nearly 71,000 copies. - The
Fifth Angel (0-446-53085-9, Warner, 2/03), Green's
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previous novel, hit the New York Times extended
bestseller list and has over 450,000 copies in print
combined. - The Fourth Perimeter, published in
hardcover in 2002, was a New York Times extended
bestseller and People Page-turner of the Week. It has
close to 480,000 copies in combined print. - The
author is a featured commentator on NPR and Fox
Sports, and a regular contributor to Salon.com and
USA Today.

Spider's Revenge
Her uneasy feeling about her aunt's collection of
grotesque homemade dolls causes Alice to be
particularly suspicious of a doll given to a mischevious
cousin.

The Sweet Revenge of Celia Door
NATIONAL BESTSELLER National Book Critics Circle
Award Winner PEN/Faulkner Award Finalist A New
York Times Book Review Best Book One of the Best
Books of the Year: Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune,
The Daily Beast, The Miami Herald, The Minneapolis
Star-Tribune, Newsday, NPR's On Point, O, the Oprah
Magazine, People, Publishers Weekly, Salon, San
Francisco Chronicle, Seattle Times, Slate, Time, The
Washington Post, and Village Voice Bennie is an aging
former punk rocker and record executive. Sasha is the
passionate, troubled young woman he employs. Here
Jennifer Egan brilliantly reveals their pasts, along with
the inner lives of a host of other characters whose
paths intersect with theirs. With music pulsing on
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every page, A Visit from the Goon Squad is a startling,
exhilarating novel of self-destruction and redemption.

When You Are Engulfed in Flames
The author of "Fat Girls and Lawn Chairs" is back with
a funny and poignant new collection of personal
stories about growing up a misfit.

Revenge
Trying to win a fly-catching contest and help rid
Hamilton, Ontario of disease, new Irish immigrant Will
discovers that a classmate is cheating and weighs
whether or not he should also cheat in order to win.

Separate Beds
What could be sweeter than Revenge? The sequel.
American readers fell in love with Elizabeth Buchan?s
Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman. Now, with the
delicious sequel to that beloved New York Times
bestseller, Elizabeth Buchan answers the intriguing
question: What happens when the mistress becomes
the wife? Minty Lloyd has what she always wanted,
her prized Nathan and twin boys, but she is haunted
by the glamorous new life of her predecessor, Rose.
Then an unforeseen event forces the rivals to
renegotiate their relationship. With Buchan?s
signature talents, Wives Behaving Badly is a delightful
novel that reaffirms its author as our wisest and
warmest revealer of women?s intimate lives.
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Wives Behaving Badly
'Before I go into my grave,' she says out loud, 'I will
kill that man.' A brilliant new novel from the author of
Real Differences. A family favour their son over their
daughter. Shan attends university before making his
fortune in Australia while Yannie must find menial
employment and care for her ageing parents. After
her mother's death, Yannie travels to Sydney to
become enmeshed in her psychopathic brother's new
life, which she seeks to undermine from within … This
is a novel that rages against capitalism, heterosupremacy, mothers, fathers, families – the whole
damn thing. It's about what happens when you want
to make art but are born in the wrong time and place.
S. L. Lim brings to vivid life the frustrations of a
talented daughter and vengeful sister in a nuanced
and riveting novel that ends in the most unexpected
way. It will not be easily forgotten. 'A coiled spring of
a novel, Revenge hits you right between the eyes.' —
Malcolm Harris

A Summons to Memphis
After being abandoned by her almost-betrothed,
Caroline Nash vows to never again get involved with a
man. Especially not the middle-aged earl her father
has chosen for her. The man is a pompous ass and
one of Prinny’s set who only wants her for her dowry.
To complicate matters, a kiss from the Midnight
Marauder unleashes an unbelievable passion that
Caroline can’t seem to forget. Stephan, the Marquis of
Kendrick, poses as the robbing marauder to avenge
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his low-born mother. But he starts questioning his
plans when one of his “missions” crosses paths with
Caroline and leads to the kiss of a lifetime. Stephan
senses that this proper miss is more fiery than he
expected and he wants more. To be properly
introduced to the woman of his dreams, he attends
the Prince Regent’s house party. He finds her,
begging a friend to pretend to court her – to fend off
the man her father has chosen. Stephan couldn’t wish
for a better opportunity – he’ll happily court her, but
he doesn’t want to pretend. Their connection is
sizzling, but can this charade become something real
once Stephan’s secrets are revealed? Each book in
the Rake Trilogy series is STANDALONE: * A Rake's
Redemption * A Rake's Revenge

The Dead Queens Club
Haunted all her life by feelings of terror and
emptiness, forty-nine-year-old Urania Cabral returns
to her native Dominican Republic - and finds herself
reliving the events of l961, when the capital was still
called Trujillo City and one old man terrorized a nation
of three million. Rafael Trujillo, the depraved ailing
dictator whom Dominicans call the Goat, controls his
inner circle with a combination of violence and
blackmail. In Trujillo's gaudy palace, treachery and
cowardice have become a way of life. But Trujillo's
grasp is slipping. There is a conspiracy against him,
and a Machiavellian revolution already underway that
will have bloody consequences of its own. In this
'masterpiece of Latin American and world literature,
and one of the finest political novels ever written'
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(Bookforum), Mario Vargas Llosa recounts the end of
a regime and the birth of a terrible democracy, giving
voice to the historical Trujillo and the victims, both
innocent and complicit, drawn into his deadly orbit.
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